Quantitative analysis in clinical applications of brain MRI using independent component analysis coupled with support vector machine.
To effectively perform quantification of brain normal tissues and pathologies simultaneously, independent component analysis (ICA) coupled with support vector machine (SVM) is investigated and evaluated for effective volumetric measurements of normal and lesion tissues using multispectral MR images. Synthetic and real MR data of normal brain and white matter lesion (WML) data were used to evaluate the accuracy and reproducibility of gray matter (GM), white matter (WM), and WML volume measurements by using the proposed ICA+SVM method to analyze three sets of MR images, T1-weighted, T2-weighted, and proton density/fluid-attenuated inversion recovery images. The Tanimoto indexes of GM/WM classification in the normal synthetic data calculated by the ICA+SVM method were 0.82/0.89 for data with 0% noise level. As for clinical MR data experiments, the ICA+SVM method clearly extracted the normal tissues and white matter hyperintensity lesions from the MR images, with low intra- and inter-operator coefficient of variations. The experiments conducted provide evidence that the ICA+SVM method has shown promise and potential in applications to classification of normal and pathological tissues in brain MRI.